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Chapter 5:

Housing and
Transportation
Housing

Fencing for Short Horses

Miniature Horses are hardy and do best living

Likely one of the biggest struggles for new Minia-

in an outdoor environment. You definitely don’t

ture Horse owners—particularly those who sud-

need to have a fancy, top-of-the-line facility in

denly find themselves with one—is fencing. The

place before you bring one home. But you will

traditional two- or three-board fence probably

need a safe place for him to live and somewhere

isn’t the best option for keeping your horse safe,

for him to escape from the weather, be it the heat

unless it is appropriately sized. Often the bottom

of the sun or bite of the wind. Even if your prop-

board on a fence built for a full-sized horse is far

erty already has infrastructure in place for horses,

too high. And if you have or plan to have foals,

it will need to be carefully evaluated to ensure

then your fencing needs to be even more secure

it is appropriate for Miniature Horses. There is a

(fig. 5.1).

reason they have a reputation as “fence crawlers,”
and it is mostly because people assume the same
fences that hold a 15-hand horse are appropriate
for an 8-hand horse. Spoiler alert: They aren’t!
If you intend to keep your horse at your home,
check that your property is zoned for horses, as
despite their small size, generally the same land
requirements apply as for full-sized horses. If you
intend to board your horse elsewhere, I strongly
recommend finding a boarding facility prior to
purchase because it can be a challenge to find
one set up to accommodate Miniatures.
5.1 The safest fences (like this one) avoid gaps between the
wire that small hooves could get caught in.
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5.2 A solid wire fence with smaller gaps in the lower portion of the panel is a good option. 			

A mesh horse fence, or page wire, is a good
option, provided the openings aren’t too large.
Anything that a mini can squeeze his head

“Since it can get really hot at times here, and

through to get at fresh grass will be quickly

we also can have serious winters. I try to have

stretched out of shape and become less and less

shade for their water buckets in the summer, sun

likely to contain him.

on them in the winter...although I do use heated

“Hog panels” or solid wire mesh panels

buckets in the winter. I construct sun shades for

are a good option, particularly when they have

the outside runs in the summer, for my Minia-

smaller spaces toward the bottom of the panel.

tures to stand under. My permanent run-in sheds

Everything you can possibly do to prevent a tiny

are deep, front to back, and south-facing, and

hoof from getting caught in the fence needs to be

the ground slopes downhill from the open side

done (fig. 5.2).

(even though we don’t have much rain!)”

A good way to create a temporary pasture
for rotational grazing, or to reinforce a less ideal
fence, is by using electric fencing. Once or two

Margo Cox-Townsend,
Jess Miniature Horses, New Mexico

“hot wires” can be run along the inside of a fence
to prevent rubbing or fighting through the fence.

© Kendra Gale and Trafalgar Square Books
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5.3 Wood fencing is quite safe, but can be expensive to
upkeep. Miniature Horses often fulfill their chewing requirements to the detriment of wooden structures.

grazing, then a smaller individual paddock is fine.
If he is going to be kept in the paddock long-term,
or you’d like to keep a number of horses together,
then a larger paddock is necessary. Every paddock
or pasture that your horse lives in needs to have a
shelter, unless it’s one that will be used only shortterm and you are able to move him out of the
weather, when necessary.
Our smallest paddocks are set up as long narA mesh electric sheep fence or electric tape can

row pens, 10 feet wide and 60 feet long, with a

allow you to temporarily fence a new space for

shelter at one end and waterer at the other. This

grazing. Once horses understand the fence is

way the horses are able to race up and down the

electric, they’ll generally be very respectful of it.

length of the pen and get lots of activity in the

Board fencing alone, particularly around a pad-

smaller space. This type of pen works well for one

dock without access to grazing, is often chewed

or two horses, and is a good solution for elderly

through by bored horses, looking to satisfy their

horses that require special care and nutrition,

biological requirement for grazing (fig. 5.3).

mares with new foals, weanlings, stallions, or any

No matter how safe you feel your fences are,
horses are notorious for getting hurt, and you need

other time you need to separate a horse or two
from a larger herd.

to minimize the risk. The second day I turned my

When fencing your pastures, the bigger the

mares with their young foals out in a brand new,

better. Remember that you can always use tempo-

small mesh wire fenced pasture, I found the

rary electric fencing to further divide the pasture

smallest filly with large rubbed raw spots on both

for rotational grazing,

shoulders. To this day, I have no idea how she hurt
herself, as the fencing was as secure and safe as it

Shelter from the Storm

could be. Imagine if she’d been in a less carefully
fenced pasture!

Miniature Horses generally adapt very well to
cold weather, but do need to have access to shel-

Space to Play

ter to get out of the wind and keep dry. In hot

While Miniature Horses are small, they do require

weather, shade becomes very important. Unless

enough space to be able to properly stretch their

they have a lot of brush or tree cover in their pas-

legs and play. How big your paddocks need to be

ture, you’ll need to have a shelter. A basic three-

will depend on your management system. If your

sided shelter, large enough for your horses to share

horse is turned out into a larger pasture for daily

together peacefully, is sufficient. When you are in
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a cold climate, consider a low profile, such as a
calf shelter, to allow the horses to keep it warmer
without the dead space above them. If you are

“Limit rich spring pasture. If you are not show-

more concerned about the heat, an open shelter

ing, let your Miniature’s coat grow in the winter

that gives shade but doesn’t stop the breeze might

and leave him outside, except in cold, wet,

be better.

rainy times.”

Position your shelter so that it opens in the

Carole Moss, Tennessee

direction least likely to have howling winter wind
blowing in—for example, our winds tend to come
from the north or the west, so our shelters open

to choose whether to be inside or outside is the

to the south or southeast, with the added bonus

best option. Often in the winter, my horses will be

of catching as much of the winter sun as possible

cheerfully pawing through the snow to find a deli-

(fig. 5.4).

cious bit of last summer’s grass, while the wind
howls around them and the snow piles on their

Outside Is Best

backs.

While your horse does need to be able to get out

If your Miniature Horse has snow on his back,

of the weather, in a run-in shed as just outlined,

it’s actually a good sign. It means his thick winter

he doesn’t need to be locked in. Allowing him

coat is doing its job, and insulating him effectively

5.4 A three-sided calf shelter makes a cozy space for Miniature Horses to get out of inclement weather. Frankie and
Johnnie snuggle into their shelter and enjoy the sunshine, safely sheltered from the wind chill of more than negative
20 degrees Fahrenheit.
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5.5 When your Miniature Horse has
snow on his back, it’s a sign that
his winter coat is doing its job not
allowing body heat to escape and
melt the snow.

The safest way to introduce
a new horse into your existing
herd is through a sturdy fence.
Allowing them to get to know
each other this way—without
having “full access”— will help
to prevent any of them from
getting hurt. Horses, being
herd animals, can be very
defensive against a newcomer.
with no body heat escaping to melt the snow.

Once the new horse has been living next door

Don’t brush the snow off! It is also insulation,

for a while and there is no longer any kicking or

and disturbing it might make him wet, and a wet

squealing through the fence, it works best to intro-

horse is a cold horse (fig. 5.5). Horses are meant

duce the horse to one new friend first. The new

to be outdoors, and for their physical and mental

horse will find integrating into the herd a lot eas-

health, as much outside turnout as possible with

ier if he already has a friend; he is less likely to be

your management system is best.

picked on when you add two horses to the herd,

Note: If your shelter or barn is made of tin, be
sure it is lined with plywood as a kick barrier. A

even if one of them is a long-time member that
has only been removed for a short time.

kick could easily puncture through the tin, caus-

Adding a horse to the herd causes some shuf-

ing devastating, potentially life-ending wounds

fling of the hierarchy, and there can be some

from the sharp edges.

pinned ears and chasing going on for a bit. Ini-

Bringing a New Horse Home

tially, watch them very closely; any sustained
chasing, biting, kicking, or other violent behavior
will require your intervention to prevent injury.

When you’re putting in fences (and you have a

Often, it can be helpful to remove the bully for

number of horses), it’s a good idea to plan for a

a while until the new horse finds his place in the

separate place for: quarantining your new horse,

herd, and then try reintroducing them all again.

keeping a sick horse separate from the herd,

Give the herd the largest space you have available

allowing an individual to get a specialized feed,

so they can run and play, as well as get away from

or separating a bully that just won’t get along with

each other if they need to.

the rest of the herd.
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A

B

get along, sometimes you find horses whose personalities don’t mesh. It is usually easier to have

5.6 A & B The safest way to introduce a new horse to your
herd is through a fence (A), not turned right out together (B).

horses get along in a larger herd; there are enough
of them so that each can find a friend. Smaller
turnout situations can bring to light “inter-equine”
problems that you didn’t realize existed (figs. 5.6
A & B).

“Ireland can be extremely rainy during the winter
months through to spring; it’s very important that
horses are kept as warm and dry as possible.

Stalling

Waterproof rugs/blankets are lifesavers and we
usually bring our Miniature Horses in at night,

There are times when a barn with a cozy stall

too. If they are clipped they usually wear an extra

comes in handy. For example, it’s much easier

rug under their outdoor rug when they are out

to monitor a foaling mare overnight when she is

and a heavy stable rug when they’re in at night,

under a camera, and in really bad weather, I like to

and are fed hay throughout the day/night to keep

keep my elderly horses inside overnight to ensure

them warm.”

they don’t get chilled. Many people like to stall
their show horses for convenience and to be sure

Meabh Breathnach, Oakwood Stables,

they get their individual diet. But if you do keep

Wicklow, Ireland

your horse inside, for whatever reason, it is critical
that he gets as much turnout as possible. Constant
stalling leads to the development of stereotypical
behaviors like cribbing and weaving, and it contributes to health issues such as ulcers and colic.
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Stall Size

not keep your horse very clean when it’s the day

An average box stall for a full-sized horse is 10

before a show.

or 12 feet square. For a Miniature, 6 or 8 feet is

There are a lot of different stall mats avail-

sufficient, though more space is good if stalling

able, some with antibacterial properties and oth-

is going to be a big part of your management

ers with extra cushioning so they feel almost like

system. Stalls should have good ventilation, and

walking on a pillow or mattress. If your horse

when repurposing full-sized stalls, be sure that

is going to spend a lot of time in his stall, then

your horses can see out of the stall and observe

looking into some of these more advanced—and

other horses in the barn. It is very stressful for a

pricy—options might be a good idea.

horse to be isolated, so make sure that even when
stalled he can have contact with others.

Bedding
Stalls need to be bedded to absorb urine and

Flooring

make a soft place for your horse to lie down.

Flooring in your stall can be, dirt, wood, or con-

What you choose to use for bedding is up to

crete, and each has its advantages and disadvan-

you: straw is often the cheapest (though it can be

tages. Concrete is going to be the easiest to clean

hard to find in small, square bales), and it makes

and disinfect, but is the hardest on your horse’s

a warm comfortable bed. When foaling out a

legs. If you have a cement floor, it should have

mare, straw is preferred because it won’t stick to

rubber mats and deep bedding to provide cush-

the wet newborn and risk getting into little eyes

ion. Dirt floors are the easiest on your horse, but

and nostrils. However, straw lacks absorbency

will wear away with time, get wet with urine, and

and can be more difficult to clean as compared
to other options.
Shavings are the most popular bedding. You
can buy them bagged at your local feed store,

“The winters here can be very cold and the snow
exceptionally deep. I have found that for the
most part I don’t have to blanket my guys unless
I have taken them to the arena and they come
home damp. They have a full bedded shelter
that they use to keep out of the snow. When
the snow gets too deep we plow out the pen
for them as they can’t pack it like big horses do.
They have access to a heated waterer, which is
perfect as well.”

and if you use lots of shavings, you can also have
a bulk delivery to your farm. All wood shavings
are not created equal, however, and you’ll want
to find a brand that you prefer: avoid dusty shavings and be aware that large chips are less absorbent and more difficult to clean. Shavings absorb
urine very well, minimizing the harmful ammonia in your barn, and are very easy to clean using
a stall fork to sift out wet and soiled bedding (figs.
5.7 A & B).
Other options include pelleted bedding that

Kelly Wagar, Eldorina Equine,
Redwater, Alberta, Canada

expands with contact with water and is very
absorbent and easy to clean. Many people really
like this option, while others feel it doesn’t make
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5.7 A & B Rubber mats, clean shavings, and the ability to see
other barnmates make a comfortable stall.

a comfortable bed for their horse and use it as a
base layer under shavings or straw instead. Shredded newspaper, sand, and peat moss are also
sometimes used for bedding. It’s a personal decision, and you can try out a few options before
you find out what works best in your management system.

Maintenance
Stalls need to be kept clean for the horse’s health
and well-being. If he is in overnight, the stall
needs to be cleaned daily. If, for some reason, he
has to be inside full time (due to stall rest to heal
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an injury or foaling, for example) then the stall

Manure Management

needs to be cleaned at least twice a day. Remove
all manure, as well as any wet or soiled bedding

You need to have a plan in place to deal with

and add more fresh material as needed. Every so

manure. Since both manure and bedding is com-

often, stalls will need to be stripped of all bedding,

postable, a manure pile can be used to compost

swept clean, and disinfected; I like to be sure and

the waste, and then it can be spread on pastures.

do this prior to foaling season each spring, and as

Manure should spend some time in a pile to let it

needed throughout the year.

age and allow parasites to die off before spreading.

Outside shelters can also be bedded, as partic-

Alternatively, manure can be hauled away.

ularly in the winter, it’s a good idea to give horses

There are services that provide a dumpster and

a warm dry space to lie down. Shelters often

empty it, or haul your manure away for disposal

don’t need to be cleaned as frequently as stalls, as

or compost.

horses can come and go, but if your horse tends
to like to use his shelter as a “bathroom,” then

Transportation

proper attention must be paid to keeping it clean
and comfortable.

One of the first things you’ll need to address is

Your horse needs to have access to water any-

how you are going to get your new Miniature

time he is contained in a stall, and it must always

Horse safely transported to his new home. And

be clean, fresh, and thawed. A simple pail hang-

maybe your new Miniature Horse has company

ing from the fence, rinsed and refilled on a regular

and you have bought more than one (we all

basis, is fine, and a heated pail that plugs into an

know they’re like potato chips, and you can’t just

outlet will work well in an unheated barn in win-

have one)! After all, a horse is a herd animal and

ter. There are automatic watering systems, as well.

shouldn’t be expected to live on his own.

Keep your stall well maintained, and check

The small size of Miniature Horses can both

regularly for any damage that might cause a risk,

make transporting easier, or more complicated,

such as a loose board or protruding nail.

depending on the situation. The good news is that
miniatures tend to be much more willing to load
into a trailer than a full-sized horse, by virtue both
of their size-to-trailer ratio and natural bravery.

“Canadian winters! We have lots of shelters,
heated water buckets, and netted hay bales to
keep our Miniature Horses happy.”
Kaycee Lunde, Amaretto Miniature Horses,
Airdrie, Alberta, Canada

Horse Trailer
The safest way to haul your Miniature Horse is in
a trailer built for livestock; whether horse or stock
trailer, it is set up to be safe for live animals, with
good ventilation, and sturdy construction.
If you have a horse trailer, it may need some
modification. The standard dividers in horse
trailers are at an awkward height for miniatures.
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Smaller ones just walk underneath them, while

the weight you will be asking it to carry. A safe

bigger horses might get themselves wedged under-

divider or stall to contain your horses will also

neath. Unless your dividers are “stallion dividers,”

need to be installed.

or go right to the floor, they need to be changed

Carefully look into the costs involved in con-

or removed. Some people tie or latch the dividers

verting a cargo trailer. It could well be that a horse

back out of the way so that the trailer is still avail-

trailer would amount to a similar investment

able for hauling big horses. Horse-trailer dividers

when you include all the modifications necessary,

are generally easily removed, and you can have

not to mention you can be sure it is appropriate

a Miniature Horse insert built that will slide into

for safely hauling livestock.

your trailer and attach safely with appropriately
sized dividers. This way, when you decide to sell

Unconventional Transport

your trailer you can simply pull your Miniature

Everyone has seen a picture of a “Mini Van” mod-

Horse divider out, replace the horse-sized divid-

ified to haul “mini horses,” and if you’ve been at

ers and have a larger (no pun intended) resale

all involved with Miniature Horses you’ve proba-

market available to you, as well as your insert

bly seen someone who hauled a horse in the back

ready to pop into your new trailer.

seat of a car or behind the seats in an SUV. By

While dividers are handy, they’re not neces-

virtue of Miniature Horses’ small size and accom-

sary. If you only plan to haul one or two horses,

modating nature, these unconventional horse

they can be tied without a divider, or ideally,

transport options are possible.

hauled loose. Again, your management system

But “possible” doesn’t automatically mean

and preferences will play a large part in what

that it’s a good idea. Any of these options need to

works well for you.

be evaluated, both for the safety of your horse, as
well as the human passengers.

Modified Cargo Trailers

I have a large raised-roof modified camper

With their lower price point, some people choose

van that I use to haul a Miniature Horse. My gran-

instead to purchase a cargo trailer and convert it

dad built a sturdy standing stall for the horse, so

for use with Miniature Horses. If you go this route,

that not only is the horse contained to keep him

you need to be aware that there are some seri-

from “helping” the driver or otherwise bouncing

ous safety concerns with it as compared to a pur-

around and causing issues, he is also secure in

pose-built livestock trailer, and be prepared to do

the case of an accident. If, heaven forbid, you are

some legwork to make it a safe place.

in a collision with your horse inside your vehicle,

Most cargo trailers are not suitable. Not made

you want to do everything you can to prevent him

to carry a live animal, they don’t have ventilation,

from becoming a projectile, both for your horse’s

which is critical for a horse’s well-being during

sake and for your own safety.

transport. You would need to install suitable vents

Miniature Horses also can be hauled in

to keep your horse breathing easily. The floor may

the back of a pickup truck with a cab, some of

also not be appropriate and require extra bracing

which are specially manufactured for the pur-

and reinforcement so check the trailer is rated for

pose. Again, you’ll need to watch that there is
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Miniature Tales

The Hawk’s Nest

W

hen I started competing in Combined Driving,
with just my horse Hawk and me traveling to

events, it didn’t make sense to take the whole truck and
trailer for one little horse, especially since I wasn’t a confident trailer driver and would need to talk a family member into coming along anytime I wanted to go. I started

A

shopping for a van, and when I found one my grandad
helped me (or rather, I “helped” him) modify it for hauling Hawk. We pulled out all the camper infrastructure to
give us more room and installed a standing stall securely
to the frame of the van to keep Hawk safe. This left lots
of room to load the cart, the panels to create a pen for
Hawk when we reached our destination and everything
else we needed for the journey (figs. 5.8 A–C).
When we got to a driving trial, I would set up Hawk’s
pen under the awning so he was out of the weather, or

B

shaded from the sun, unload the cart to make more
room, and set up an air mattress for me to sleep on for
the weekend. Hawk, my Chihuahua, Timmy, and I had
lots of fun adventures, giving the van the moniker, “The
Hawk’s Nest!”
While Hawk has retired from driving due to an
injury, The Hawk’s Nest still gets lots of use anytime I
want to haul just one horse (or sometimes two). My new
driving horse, Rocky, likes riding in the van even more
than Hawk did and is always keen to jump in and go on
another adventure. I love that I can very easily head out
without the hassle of a trailer, not to mention still fit in a
drive-thru to get myself a Diet Coke—you can’t do that
with a horse trailer!
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C
5.8 A–C While not a traditional way to haul livestock,
“The Hawk’s Nest” is a convenient and comfortable way
for both horses and humans to travel.
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sufficient ventilation and good footing, and that

Trailer Environment

you’ve got a plan for getting your horse loaded

One of the best ways that you can help make your

and unloaded.

horse’s hauling experience a good one is to let

Because of the small size of Miniature Horses,

him travel along with an experienced horse, one

you can certainly be creative in your method of

that will be very relaxed about trailer travel and

transportation, but you do need to make careful

give the new horse confidence.

preparations to keep both you and your horse safe.

Clean, dry bedding is a good choice to ensure
your horse will have stable footing and fresh air

Travel Tips

during his trip. The exception is a hot environ-

Transporting your horse, even in the most comfy

ment with lots of open windows and vents. Blow-

and safe accommodations, is going to be stressful

ing shavings can be hard on both horses’ eyes

for him, and there are things you can do to make

and respiratory systems, and you might choose to

everything go as smoothly as possible.

haul in a clean trailer without bedding instead,
and/or put a fly mask on your horse to help protect his eyes.

Loading
Begin by teaching him to load ahead of time, and

Horses are adept at injuring themselves in the

let him learn that the trailer is a good place to be.

trailer, and tall, padded shipping boots are avail-

While chances are good that, with a little help,

able for Miniature Horses to protect their limbs

you could physically push, pull, and lift your

from both trailer dividers and other horses. If you

Miniature Horse into a trailer, this is certainly

choose to use shipping boots or wraps on your

not going to make it a pleasant experience and

horse, make sure they are properly applied and

should be avoided.

check on them frequently.

Allow him to explore the trailer at his own

Depending on the temperature, you may also

pace, reward him for any movement toward the

blanket your horse. As he won’t be able to move

trailer at first, then every foot into the trailer. Let

around, when it is cold, you are responsible for

him hang out in it and eat cookies so he gets the

keeping him warm. With everything else involved

idea that it’s a fun place to be. Sometimes, it can

with traveling, you don’t want the added stress

help to lift a foot and place it into the trailer to

of him catching a chill. Alternatively, trailers can

give him the idea, and try it with or without a

be very hot and you don’t want to automatically

ramp if you have the option because some horses

blanket your horse just because he is being trail-

prefer a ramp while others would rather step up.

ered somewhere. Frequently check the ambient

Taking a bit of time and teaching your horse

temperature in your trailer, feel under his blanket,

to load easily and comfortably will pay off in

and adjust ventilation and layers of blankets as

the long run. Usually Miniature Horses catch on

needed to keep your horse comfortable.

very quickly when given the chance to learn in a
relaxed and positive environment.

Horses can travel loose, tied, or contained
by a divider. If you tie your horse for traveling,
particularly on long trips, ensure that he is able
to drop his head. It is hard on his lungs and can
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5.9 When you don’t have dividers, a horse should be tied long enough to be able to comfortably move his head,
but short enough so he can’t get a leg over the lead—or get into other trouble.

predispose him to shipping-related illnesses when

can check to see all is well in the back. Unless

a horse can’t drop his head and properly clear out

you do a lot of long hauling, this probably isn’t

his lungs and respiratory tract (fig. 5.9).

necessary, but is a nice perk for your peace of

On a long trip, give your horse a net of hay so
he can nibble on the way. Every time you intro-

mind. On shorter trips, check on the horses each
time you stop.

duce a stressful situation, the more roughage you
can feed to keep his stomach full and happy will

Mechanical Maintenance

lower the risk of gastric ulcers.

The trailer needs annual maintenance for check-

Horses also need to be encouraged to drink

ing brakes, floor, and wheel bearings. And dou-

regularly. Any time you stop to feed and water

ble-check that your hauling vehicle is in good

yourself (or use the bathroom) you should offer

repair and is rated to pull the trailer. Every single

water to the horse. On long trips, the use of paste

trip, check and double-check the hitch and safety

electrolytes can help encourage horses to keep

chains, and that your trailer lights are working.

drinking, or you can feed a mash of soaked feed

Every door should have a safety snap, latch, or

(hay cubes, beet pulp, or complete feed) to help

lock to avoid accidentally opening, and doors

increase his water intake. Horses can be reluctant

must be rechecked every time you stop. Remem-

to drink on long trips, but lack of hydration pre-

ber, you are responsible for the safety of your

disposes them to colic, so everything you can do

horse on the road, and you need to make sure

to keep him drinking is important.

everything that is in your control is as safe and

There are cameras available to watch your

secure as possible.

horse in the trailer from the cab of your truck: you
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